What’s Happening on Site this Week?

- Continue installing the Sunset Lounge fireplace components
- Complete Design Team/Owner Representative punch lists for Area C spaces
- Complete installation of the existing attic STC doors
- Final clean Theater and Theater lobby spaces
- Complete the SW stair painting
- Move in furniture on the 1st and 3rd floor
- Complete the 5th floor central core carpet installation
- Install interior glass on the 5th floor central core

Looking Ahead:

- June 2: Wisconsin Union continues moving furniture in
- June 2: Complete installation of the green marble base
- June 2: Finish installing the Shannon Sunset Lounge carpet
- June 2: Plant trees and install terrace pavers on SW Plaza
- June 2: Continue stone repairs on the south
- June 3: Complete stone repairs on the south

Site Logistics/Key Closures:

- The Route 81 and 82 buses continue to run as usual on Langdon Street
- The east sidewalk on Park Street has been closed north of Observatory Drive

Project Milestones:

- Continue final cleaning
- Complete owner punch list for area C spaces

Student Involvement:

- Design Committee, a student majority group which makes design recommendations to Union Council is reviewing Phase 2 plans
- A UW student recently graduated and now works as a full-time Field Engineer with the Boldt Company, adding another Badger alum to the team!

Anticipated Noise and Disturbances:

- Most noise will be due to large deliveries of furniture move in, but is not anticipated to cause noticeable disturbances

Wisconsin Union Furniture Move In

Many areas have received furniture and furniture will continue to be moved in throughout the next two weeks. These are the final touches to the spaces that are getting ready for substantial completion.
Construction Photos of the Week

The photos above depict a sneak peak of the 3rd floor finished spaces with furniture moved in.

For more information on the project, head to unionreinvestment.wisc.edu.